We consider Priority Algorithm [BNR03] as a syntactic model of formulating the concept of greedy algorithm for Job Scheduling, and we study the computation of optimal priority algorithms. A Job Scheduling subproblem S is determined by a (possibly infinite) set of jobs, every finite subset of which potentially forms an input to a scheduling algorithm. An algorithm is optimal for S, if it gains optimal profit on every input. To the best of our knowledge there is no previous work about such arbitrary subproblems of Job Scheduling. For a finite S, it is coNP-hard to decide whether S admits an optimal priority algorithm [PR07]. This indicates that meaningful characterizations of subproblems admitting optimal priority algorithms may not be possible. In this paper we consider those S that do admit optimal priority algorithms, and we show that the way in which all such algorithms compute has non-trivial and interesting structural features.
Introduction
Finding structure in computation of general models is a difficult task, and given the current state of knowledge a far-to-reach goal. In this paper we aim to find non-trivial structure in the computation of models which are syntactically restricted.
Greedy algorithms find many applications due to their conceptual simplicity, computational efficiency, and amenability to analysis. Borodin, Nielsen and Rackoff [BNR03] introduced the "priority algorithm" model, aiming to syntactically formulate the concept of greedy algorithm by generalizing on-line computation. Much previous work on priority algorithms [Ang03, AB02, BNR03, Pap06] , [PR07, Reg03] and its generalizations [BCM05, Hor04] focuses on priority algorithms for scheduling problems. Unlike most previous research this work is about optimal priority algorithms. Here too we consider priority algorithms for Job Scheduling where the goal is to maximize the total profit by scheduling weighted jobs, with given release, deadline and processing time, on identical multiple machines (see Section 2 for definitions).
A priority algorithm for Job Scheduling proceeds in stages. In the first part of a stage, the algorithm specifies an ordering, or priority, on the set of all possible jobs in the input. In the second part of a stage, the algorithm is given the job from the actual input that has highest priority, and the algorithm must make an irrevocable decision whether or not to schedule the job, and if so, how. In [BNR03] the general model is restricted in three ways: a fixed-priority algorithm computes an ordering only once in the beginning; a greedy-priority does not reject a job that can be scheduled, whereas a memoryless depends its choices only on the jobs scheduled so far, i.e. it ignores the rejected jobs. These concepts are formalized in Definition 1 (Section 2). In this paper, the term priority algorithm is understood as priority algorithm for Job Scheduling. Job Scheduling is defined in Section 2.
In the context of priority algorithm, subproblems of Job Scheduling are identified by a (typically infinite) set of jobs S. Every finite subset S ⊆ S is a possible input. The set (subproblem) S admits an optimal priority algorithm A, if A gains optimal profit on every input. Common examples of subproblems are Interval Scheduling and Proportional Profit Job Scheduling. In this paper we consider arbitrary subproblems. Apart from the theoretical interest, in practice our results apply in a range of areas: from previously studied problems and algorithms, to specialized industrial problems.
The Job Scheduling problem (determined by all possible jobs) does not admit optimal priority algorithms even for one-machine environment and restricted types of jobs [BNR03] . Meaningful characterizations of Job Scheduling subproblems admitting optimal algorithms is beyond our reach, due to their highly complex structure. For example, checking even for a finite subproblem whether it admits an optimal priority algorithm is coNP-hard [PR07] . Instead, we study properties of optimal priority algorithms in the most general setting. Consider any such subproblem and any priority algorithm optimal on this subproblem, where no explicit description is given either for the subproblem or for the algorithm. Is there anything interesting that can be said on how the algorithm computes? Finding such structure seems to be a non-trivial task. An optimal priority algorithm can be very wild during its computation. Let us start with a very restricted but interesting example. Although in practice, many interesting subproblems are of infinite size for schedules on multiplemachine environments, such a finite subproblem with inputs from these 5 jobs is a good starting point. This example is used in the proof of Lemma 1. For the moment we just raise the following questions as a challenge. The depicted finite subproblem admits an optimal priority algorithm: the challenge is to find one. Does there exist an optimal fixed -priority algorithm? Theorem 3 (below) states that the profit gained from the most profitable parts of the input is insensitive to the presence of jobs of smaller profit. This statement becomes more interesting by observing that it does not imply any order in which an optimal priority algorithm may process the input. What does the example in Figure 1 tell us about this? These questions will be answered below.
Examples even for subproblems of small size reveal a big spectrum of possible optimal priority algorithms, with algorithms exhibiting a conceptually complicated behavior.
Motivation. Previous attempts formulate optimal greedy algorithms through connections to matroids [Edm71] , greedoids [KL81] and matroid embeddings [HMS93] . Observe that the greedy algorithm for matroids is a priority algorithm whereas the optimal priority algorithm "Earliest Finishing Time First" does not have natural formulations as a matroid-related subset system (see [CLR00] p.345). In this sense our work generalizes research relating matroids and greedy algorithm.
The choice of Job Scheduling, as a case-study, is not arbitrary. Job Scheduling is a well-studied NP-hard problem. In particular for priority algorithms, Job Scheduling has the advantage of a natural input formulation in terms of jobs where revealing one does not restrict subsequent ones. This is not true if for example we have some other problem where the input consists of a graph, where revealing e.g. a vertex and its neighbors restricts the valid inputs to those containing the neighbors. Finally, an important motivation is the application to realworld problems. Job Scheduling is a well-studied problem and studying efficient algorithms for Job Scheduling subproblems is an area of intensive interest for practitioners. In particular, the general setting (arbitrary subproblem and algorithm) in which we derive our results allow us to apply them to industrial applications, where the scheduling subproblems are tailored to very specialized settings.
Roadmap and Contribution. In Section 2 we give definitions and we show Lemma 1 which rules-out a possible normal form for optimal priority algorithms. According to this not every optimal priority algorithm can be in the restricted class of fixed-priority algorithms. Section 3 is devoted to the proofs of Theorem 2, 3 and 4. Theorem 2 complements Lemma 1 by stating that the greedy and memoryless restrictions are not actual restrictions for optimal greedy algorithms. Our main technical contribution is theorems 3 and 4. The first shows that an optimal priority algorithm always gains the more profit from the more profitable parts of the input. The latter says that algorithms optimal on subproblems with jobs of distinct profit, always schedule the same set of jobs. Although the proofs of these two theorems are somehow involved, their details seem to matter to the extent that they reveal aspects of optimal greedy computation.
Definitions and Preliminaries

Definitions and notation.
A job J is (id, r, d, p, w) ∈ N 5 , where id is the job descriptor, r, d, p are its release, deadline and processing time respectively and w is its profit (weight). Furthermore, r < d and p ≤ d − r. We omit id if no confusion arises. When p = d − r then we call this job an interval. In case of proportional profit p = w, a job is denoted by (id, r, d, p) (or (r, d, p) ). An instance of the nonpreemptive Job Scheduling on identical machines P |r j | w jŪj (in [GLLK79] notation) consists of m machines and n jobs. We want to assign jobs to machines so as to maximize the profit from properly scheduled jobs, rather than the equivalent but more common scheduling-theory formulation where every job must be scheduled according to the release time constraint and we aim to minimize the weight of late scheduled jobs. Also, w J denotes the profit of job J and profit(S) = J∈S w J . For a priority algorithm A and an input S we denote by A(S) just the set of scheduled jobs (i.e. not where they are scheduled); e.g. profit(A(S)) denotes the profit of A on input S. For a given number of machines we denote by opt(S) the total profit of an optimal schedule on a finite set of jobs S.
Definition 1 (Priority Algorithms for Job Scheduling subproblems). To simplify notation we assume that the number of machines is given to the algorithm in the beginning of each execution. Let S be a set of jobs which specifies a Job Scheduling subproblem; input instances will be finite subsets of S. A priority algorithm for S consists of two sets of functions, the ordering and the decision functions. We denote by O(S) the set of all total orderings on S. Let D be the set of all possible decisions on whether and where to schedule a job. The computation for an input of n jobs proceeds in n ∈ N rounds.
At the beginning of the k-th round the algorithm has already read from the input k − 1 jobs. For each round k the ordering function has the following form:
The decision function for the k-th round has the following form:
We place no complexity (or computability) restrictions on the ordering and decision functions. We now describe how this algorithm operates on a finite input instance S ⊆ S. Consider the k-th round, for k ≤ |S|; k − 1 jobs from S have already been processed and α ∈ (S × D) k−1 consists of the decisions made so far. First, from the jobs remaining in the input, the job J of highest priority according to r (k) (α) is presented to the algorithm. Then, d (k) (α, J) is applied to make an irrevocable decision to reject or to schedule J (specifying the processor and its starting time). We sometimes refer to this as a general or adaptive priority algorithm and denote it by Priority. Restrictions to the model: In the fixed-priority model the ordering is determined only once in the beginning; this is denoted by the prefix Fixed (or F for short). According to the greedy restriction, when a greedy-priority algorithm Greedy (G) reads a job that can be scheduled it necessarily schedules it. The memoryless restriction refers to Memoryless (M ) algorithms where the r (k) 's and d (k) 's depend only on the scheduled jobs. We say that the priority algorithm A is optimal for the subproblem determined by S if for every (finite) input S ⊆ S, A gains optimal profit on S.
Our results
In general, fixed, greedy and memoryless restrict the power of the model [Pap06] . This is not true for optimal priority algorithms for one-machine scheduling on sets of intervals, where there always exists an optimal Memoryless-Fixed-Greedy-Priority [PR07] . For multiple-machines and general types of jobs the following simple lemma states that the situation is different, even for subproblems with jobs of distinct and proportional profits.
Lemma 1. For any number of machines, there exists an arbitrarily large set of jobs S and a Memoryless-Greedy-Priority algorithm optimal on S such that no Fixed-Priority algorithm is optimal on S. Furthermore, S consists of jobs of distinct, proportional profit.
Proof. We first present a proof for one-machine environments and a finite subproblem and then we show how to generalize it. Say that S = {J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J, J } is depicted in Figure 1 , where J 1 = (1, 3, 2), J 2 = (8, 11, 3), J 3 = (15, 16, 1), J = (2, 9, 6), J = (8, 18, 7). Here is a M-G-Priority algorithm optimal on S.
• The initial ordering is J 2 > J 1 > J 3 > J > J . Read the first job and schedule it (if the first job is J or J choose an arbitrary starting point).
• After reading the first job, if J 2 is scheduled then determine the ordering J > J > J 1 > J 3 and schedule greedily. That is, schedule (if present) J starting at 2 (leftmost) and J starting at 11 (rightmost).
• Else, if J 1 is the first scheduled job then determine the ordering J > J > J 3 and schedule greedily. That is, if J or J is present then schedule at the earliest available time wrt the so far scheduled jobs. Similarly, if J 3 is the first scheduled job (the ordering is J > J).
If the first scheduled job is among {J, J } then schedule the remaining one -if any.
It is easy to check optimality of the above algorithm. This together with the argument that rules-out Fixed-Priority algorithms, and the generalization to multiple machines and infinite subproblems, are given in Appendix B.1.
Properties of optimal priority algorithms. For the rest of the paper we implicitly consider a number of machines k, which depends on the inputs we mention.
It is not hard to show the following normal form for optimal priority algorithms. The proof of this and the next two theorems are given in Section 3.
Theorem 2 (Normal form). Given a set of jobs S and an algorithm A ∈ Priority optimal on S, there exists A ∈ M-G-Priority which is also optimal on S.
In general it is impossible to give a meaningful characterization of where an optimal priority algorithm schedules the input jobs. It is straightforward to construct subproblems where for inputs of n jobs the number of optimal schedules is e.g. n! Ω(n!) ; consider many small jobs with very large release and deadline times. Moreover for each such schedule there is an optimal priority algorithm.
Our main contribution shows that there is structure on the decision of an optimal priority algorithm to gain profit by scheduling a job from particular subsets of the input. This takes us to the first strongly non-trivial fact about greedy computation. Although we do not have explicit knowledge neither of the algorithm nor of the subproblem, we know that the algorithm is going to make more profit from the more profitable parts of the input. Specifically, consider a run of an optimal priority algorithm on some input S. Populate this input set with jobs of smaller profitŜ. Theorem 3 says that when an optimal priority algorithm computes on S ∪Ŝ the total profit gained from the scheduled jobs from S it is the same as if the algorithm were computing on S alone. This statement becomes more interesting by realizing that this "semantically greedy" behavior does not imply something for the order in which the algorithm processes jobs from the input. This is clear when we consider subproblems with non-overlapping jobs, but more importantly when considering subproblems where every optimal algorithm must consider jobs of smaller profit first. Our running example of Figure 1 determines a simple such subproblem: note that we cannot process first neither J nor J . Still, although smaller jobs are considered first the profit gained from the most profitable parts (which is not revealed yet to the algorithm) is the same no matter what! Theorem 3 (Main structural theorem). Let S be a set of jobs and A ∈ Priority be optimal on S. Let S ⊆ S andŜ ⊆ S be finite subsets, such that every job inŜ has profit (strictly) smaller than every job in S. If A(S ∪Ŝ) = S ∪Ŝ , where S ⊆ S andŜ ⊆Ŝ, then profit(S ) = profit(A(S)) = opt(S).
For subproblems where the jobs are of distinct profit all priority algorithms are bound to schedule the same sets of jobs. Once again, in general we cannot tell where a job is scheduled. Note that there are trivial examples where Theorem 4 fails in case of non-distinct profits; e.g. consider subproblems where any two interval-jobs overlap and they are of the same profit.
Theorem 4 (Distinct profit invariance). Let S be a set of distinct profit jobs which admits an optimal priority algorithm. Then, every two priority algorithms optimal on S schedule the same set of jobs on every finite subset of S.
Proofs of Theorems 2, and 4
Theorem 2 directly follows from Lemmas 7 and 8. We show Theorem 3 by first proving a restricted version in Lemma 5. The proof of Theorem 3 is given at the end, and it is a corollary of lemmas 5 and 8. Theorem 4 is a corollary of lemmas 6 and 9, where Lemma 6 is a restricted version of Theorem 6.
Perhaps, it worths noting that the proofs themselves in some sense make transparent issues concerning (optimal) greedy computation.
The following lemma is a restriction of Theorem 3 to memoryless algorithms.
Lemma 5. Let S be a set of jobs and A ∈ M-Priority be optimal on S. Let S ⊆ S andŜ ⊆ S be finite subsets, such that every job inŜ has profit (strictly) smaller than every job in S. If A(S ∪Ŝ) = S ∪Ŝ , where S ⊆ S andŜ ⊆Ŝ, then profit(A(S)) = profit(S ).
Proof. By the optimality of A, for every finite subset S ⊆ S, A(S) is the set of jobs corresponding to an optimal schedule. We proceed by induction on the size of S. The induction basis (S = ∅) trivially holds. Suppose that for every S, where |S| < k the induction claim holds. We wish to show that for every S where |S| = k the induction claim is true. For the inductive step we assume the contrary and we show how to construct an input where A is non-optimal. That is, assume that there exist S andŜ, |S| = k where profit(A(S)) = profit(S ). Since A is optimal we have that opt(S) = profit(A(S)) > profit(S ).
Outline:
We proceed by first excluding a simple "boundary" case. Then we probe some points of the computation of A on S ∪Ŝ which guide us to the construction of two inputs. Finally, by "sieving" the computation of A when it runs on these two inputs we construct two new inputs where one is a subset of the other but A gains smaller profit on the bigger input set; i.e. A is not optimal.
First we observe that there does not exist J ∈ S s.t. J ∈ A(S) and J ∈ S ; i.e. the two runs of A on S and on S ∪Ŝ cannot agree on rejections regarding jobs from S. If such J exists then since A is memoryless it schedules the same sets of jobs on S ∪Ŝ and on (S \ {J}) ∪Ŝ. Hence by the induction hypothesis, profit(A(S)) = profit(A(S \ {J})) = profit(S ), a contradiction. Now we consider how A processes jobs fromŜ on input S ∪Ŝ. We probe the computation at the first point where the condition in the inductive predicate fails -recall that this is our assumption throughout this argument. Consider the sequence T 1 = J 1 1 , J 1 2 , . . . , J 1 α , α ≤ |Ŝ| in which A reads and accepts jobs fromŜ. Let P l = {J 1 1 , . . . , J 1 l }, 1 ≤ l ≤ |Ŝ|, i.e. ∅ ≡ P 0 P 1 . . . P α ⊆Ŝ. Say that j is minimum s.t. A(S ∪ P j ) = S j ∪ P j and profit(A(S)) > profit(S j ), where S j ⊆ S is the set of all jobs from S which are scheduled when A computes on S ∪P j . That is, A(S ∪P j−1 ) = S j−1 ∪P j−1 and profit(A(S)) = profit(S j−1 ). Clearly, j > 0.
Observe that J 1 j cannot be the last job scheduled by A when computing on S ∪ P j . If this were the case then profit A(S ∪ P j−1 ) > profit A(S ∪ P j ) , which contradicts the optimality of A. Therefore, there exists a job from S scheduled by A after J 1 j . A run σ of a priority algorithm at some input is the sequence of pairs of the presented jobs and the decisions of the algorithm. Note that a memoryless algorithm does not have knowledge of its decision to reject a job in some previous round. Let σ j denote the run of A on S ∪ P j , and σ j−1 the run of A on S ∪ P j−1 . Up to the point that J 1 j is read in σ j , the corresponding prefixes of the runs σ j and σ j−1 coincide, and thus the same jobs are scheduled. Record the sequence of jobs read by A after J 1 j in σ j ; these jobs are all from S. Let this sequence be T 2 = J 2 1 , J 2 2 , . . . , J 2 m , . . . , J 2 n . As before we can easily see (more details are given in Appendix B.2) that σ j and σ j−1 may agree only on acceptances. We look for the first job J 2 m where the two runs of A disagree on the rejection/acceptance of this job. J 2 m exists (i.e. m ≥ 1) since otherwise profit(S j ) = profit(S j−1 ) = profit(A(S)); moreover, all jobs in {J 2 1 , . . . , J 2 m−1 } are scheduled in both runs.
We exclude the case that the point J 2 m of disagreement can be such that J 2 m ∈ S j−1 and J 2 m ∈ S j . Suppose that J 2 m ∈ S j−1 and J 2 m ∈ S j . The two runs σ j , σ j−1 are identical at least up to the point that J 1 j is read. Since J 2 m is read after every job in P j , then every job in P j is scheduled when A computes on (S \ {J 2 m }) ∪ P j as when it computes on S ∪ P j . By the induction hypothesis, the fact that A is memoryless and by construction we have that:
, which contradicts the optimality of A. Hence, J 2 m ∈ S j−1 and J 2 m ∈ S j . Now we are ready to show that A is not optimal by showing that it gains (strictly) smaller profit on a subset of an input than what it gains on this input. Let us denote by P the set of all jobs read by A up to the point that J 1 j (excluding J 1 j ) has been read. We know that when A runs on P ∪ {J Lemma 6 is the analog of Theorem 4 when we restrict it to memoryless algorithms. As in Lemma 5 here too we do an induction, compare computations (but now of different algorithms), and cut/concatenate them. Though, the argument is quite different. Assuming that two optimal, memoryless algorithms when computing on distinct profit input sets they accept different sets of jobs, we show that the subsets of the output where they disagree are singletons. We conclude using the optimality of the algorithms by showing that the two singleton sets must have the same profit and since each job has distinct profit, these two sets contain the same job.
Lemma 6. Let S be a set of distinct profit jobs which admits an optimal priority algorithm. Then, every two optimal Memoryless-Priority algorithms on S schedule the same set of jobs on every finite subset of S.
Proof. By induction on the size of S ⊆ S. The induction basis trivially holds. Assume that for every S, |S| < k the lemma (induction predicate) is true. We wish to show that it holds for every |S| = k. Suppose that there exists an S, |S| = k and two memoryless-priority algorithms A, A optimal on S, such that A(S) = A (S). Consider the sequence in which A reads jobs from S: T A = J 1 , J 2 , . . . , J k . The corresponding sequence for A is T A = J i 1 , J i 2 , . . . , J i k . Each job in T A is associated with an acceptance or rejection decision. A and A cannot agree on a rejection decision for a job. If this happens for a jobĴ ∈ S then A(S) = A(S \ {Ĵ}) = A (S \ {Ĵ}) = A (S), contradiction. Say that A(S) = S ∪ S A , A (S) = S ∪ S A , where S contains every job accepted by both algorithms.
Say thatĴ is the last job in T A accepted by A and rejected by A . RemoveĴ from S. Since A is memoryless A (S \ {Ĵ}) = A (S). By the induction hypothesis, on (S \ {Ĵ}) A accepts every job from S A . Furthermore, there are no scheduled jobs from S A . Therefore, when A runs on SĴ is read before every job from S A . We argue thatĴ is the only job in S A . Suppose that |S A | > 1 (when A computes on S). SinceĴ is the last job accepted by A and rejected by A , then there exists aĴ ∈ S A read beforeĴ (when A runs on S); o.w. A gets less profit than A on S. If we removeĴ then A rejects every job from S A . This holds since by the induction hypothesis the two algorithms accept the same set of jobs and since A is memoryless, when removingĴ, A has an identical run as before in which it rejects every job from S A . But, A cannot reject every job from S A sinceĴ is read and scheduled. Hence, S A = {Ĵ}.
Symmetrically we show that S A = {Ĵ }. By the optimality we have profit(S ∪ S A ) = profit(S ∪ S A ) which implies that profit({Ĵ}) = profit({Ĵ }), contradicting the distinct profits assumption.
It is easy to show Lemma 7 and a simple version of Lemma 8 which together imply the normal form theorem (Theorem 2). However, for the full version of Lemma 8 the proof is more involved. There is a difference in the conclusions of Lemma 7 and 8. In Lemma 7 the optimal greedy-priority algorithm schedules the same jobs as the adaptive priority algorithm. For Lemma 8 a similar thing is not true for the optimal memoryless algorithm and the algorithm with memory. However, with a little more technical effort we can obtain an optimal memoryless algorithm that agrees on the scheduled jobs with the one with memory on at least one input. This additional feature of the full version of Lemma 8 it is not needed for the proof of Theorem 2, but we need it for theorems 3 and 4.
Lemma 7. Given a set of jobs S and a priority algorithm A ∈ Priority optimal on S, there exists A ∈ G-Priority which is also optimal on S. Furthermore, for every input (finite set) S ⊆ S,
A(S) = A (S).
The argument is based on the fact that an optimal priority algorithm cannot reject preemptively. If a priority algorithm rejects a job that can be scheduled then the algorithm is not optimal on the input that contains every job seen so far. From now on we blur the distinction between optimal algorithms in Priority and G-Priority.
In the following lemma we show that given a priority algorithm A optimal on a set of jobs, we can construct a family of memoryless priority algorithms optimal on this set. It is quite easy to show that the memoryless algorithm which simulates A assuming no rejected job to be present in the input, is optimal (that's an easy inductive argument in which we compare with the execution of the optimal A on the input set that doesn't contain the rejected jobs). However, to conclude the proofs of Lemma 9 and Theorem 3 on a fixed set R we need the memoryless algorithm A R M with the following properties: i. A R M is optimal on S and ii. On every input S ⊆ S if the set of all jobs rejected by A is R, then A(S) = A R M (S).
In light of [Pap06] it is not clear whether a memoryless algorithm with properties (i) and (ii) exists. Moreover, it is easy to show that there is S and optimal A ∈ G-Priority such that for every optimal memoryless A M , in general it is not the case that A(S) = A M (S), if the set of jobs rejected by A is R 1 ⊆ S or R 2 ⊆ S. However, if instead of two we have one set R, then there exists an algorithm A R M with the above two properties. This algorithm simulates A "assuming that jobs from R that (i) they are consistent with the computation and (ii) they could be rejected, are rejected". Here by "consistent" we mean that if at some round there is a job in R that should be rejected but this conflicts with previous rounds of the computation, then we ignore this job. There are a few more technical details on the implementation of A R M . The details (formal description of A R M ) and the proof of Lemma 8 are given in Appendix A.2. We denote the collection of A R M algorithms (one for each R ⊆ S) by F A .
Lemma 8. Let S be a set of jobs, and A ∈ G-Priority optimal on S. Then, the family F A of M-Priority algorithms is also optimal on S. Furthermore, for every input S, where the set of jobs rejected by A equals R ⊆ S, the algorithm A R M produces an identical schedule to A.
Lemma 9. Let S be a set of distinct profit jobs that admits an optimal priority algorithm. Then, for every optimal priority algorithm A there exists an optimal memoryless-priority algorithm A M such that for every finite S ⊆ S, A(S) = A M (S).
Proof. Corollary of lemmas 6 and 8. By Lemma 6 and since S is a set of distinct profit jobs every optimal memoryless-priority algorithm on S schedules the same set of jobs on every subset of S. By Lemma 8 we have a family of optimal memoryless-priority algorithms. Fix a memoryless-priority algorithm A M optimal on S. For an arbitrary finite S ⊆ S, let R be the set of jobs rejected by A when running on S. Say that A R M is the optimal memoryless algorithm associated with the set of rejected jobs R as in the proof of Lemma 8. Then, A M (S) = A R M (S) = A(S).
Theorem 4 follows by Lemma 6 and 9. The proof of Theorem 3 follows.
Theorem 3. This is a corollary of lemmas 5 and 8. Fix S andŜ such that profit(A(S ∪Ŝ)) = profit(S ), where S, S ,Ŝ are defined as in the statement of the theorem. Let R be the set of jobs rejected by A on (S ∪Ŝ). Consider the optimal memoryless-priority algorithm A R M . Say that 
Conclusions
Previous research deals with the approximation power of priority algorithms for several variations of classic scheduling problems. The approximation power of priority algorithms for Job Scheduling is well-understood. Subsets of scheduling problems have received much attention both in practical and theoretical research. In this work we raise the question of what happens when we restrict the model to subsets of Job Scheduling that admit optimal priority algorithms. We set this question in a general framework where we do not need to have an explicit description either of the subset of Job Scheduling or of the algorithm. In this general setting we show that a priority algorithm optimal on a subproblem is bound to make decisions which are also "semantically greedy". We systematically remove possible restrictions from the model: memoryless and greedy, and we show that such optimal algorithms always attempt to maximize what they gain from the most profitable parts of the input. As the contrapositive of Theorem 3 states, an optimal priority algorithm cannot compensate by scheduling jobs of smaller profit for not scheduling more profitable jobs.
It is worth noting that our techniques merely exploit the general primitives of the model. For example, our arguments do not explicitly involve the fact that jobs may overlap. In this sense our proofs can be extended without modification to more general models for maximization packing problems where (i) the profit gained by a specific input element is always the same, i.e. in case of Job Scheduling it applies to identical machine environments, and (ii) input elements do not reveal information about future input elements.
Finally, we remark that our results hold also for the more general case where the inputs of the subproblems have underlying subset systems satisfying the hereditary property.
It seems that the most interesting research direction is to adjust a similar study for problems with more complicated and perhaps less natural descriptions of inputs. We believe that understanding the structure of computation of syntactically defined models is an issue worth pursuing, in the general program of classifying the intuitive concept of algorithmic paradigms. Example 2. Consider the problem of constant size depicted in Figure 2 , and let R = {J}. Here is a greedy-priority algorithm with memory which is optimal on S.
1. Initial ordering: J 1 > J 2 > J 3 > J. The algorithm schedules the first presented job (if any).
2. If J 1 is scheduled then determine the ordering: J 2 > J > J 3 and schedule the presented job (if any). Else, continue scheduling greedily according to the initial ordering.
3. If J 1 is scheduled and J is rejected then the ordering contains J 3 (the only possibly remaining job). Schedule the remaining job in the input (if any).
It is trivial to check that the above algorithm is optimal. Note that if J is rejected this indicates that J 2 is not present in the input.
Formally speaking, the above priority algorithm is not well-defined. According to the definition of priority algorithm, in each round we have to specify an ordering over all possible jobs. For algorithms with memory it is sufficient to specify an ordering over the remaining jobs in the input; since every extension of an ordering to contain the already processed jobs it is not going to affect the execution.
However, a memoryless algorithm does not have access to the set of rejected jobs. Hence, if we want to simulate an algorithm with memory by a memoryless one we must resolve the ambiguities that appear in the previous algorithm; for example, in Step (3) of the algorithm. For instance, suppose that in the full description of the above algorithm the ordering is extended by adding J 2 after J 3 , and simulate assuming R = {J}. This algorithm is not optimal; on input {J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J} it gains profit 4, instead of the optimal 5.
The situation described in this example easily becomes more complicated, when combinations of rejected jobs from previous steps (for the determined orderings) indicate the non-existence of certain subsets of the given input. In Appendix A.2 we present a systematic way to get around every such situation, by a variation of the memoryless simulation described above.
A.2 The construction of
Roughly speaking, the algorithm A R M extends the previous algorithm as follows.
(detailed description in Definition 4) At each round do the following: Initially, reconstruct step-by-step the whole computation history assuming the scheduled jobs together with the jobs from R that cannot be scheduled (and they are consistent with previous rounds) to be in the input.
During these iterations for every job in R which is assumed to be rejected, there is a finite prefix of the determined ordering which led to its rejection. Concatenate all these segments into a large ordering, which is used by the memoryless algorithm A R M to deal with the next job in the input, by simulating A.
We construct A R M in two steps, by introducing an intermediate model of extended priority algorithms. The reason is technical. This way we get a cleaner argument for properties of A R M . Another way to think about this intermediate model is the following: in a detailed constructive proof we compare the computation of A R M with that of A. The description length of A R M is such that during this process we have to obtain several properties and invariants of the computation of A R M . By introducing this intermediate model we abstract-out in an intuitive way some of these properties. We believe that the argument is better structured this way, and moreover the fact that A R M is a natural algorithm it is made explicit. Alternatively, the whole argument could have been embedded directly in the proof of Lemma 8.
First we construct an algorithm A R which is not a priority algorithm and it has the desired property. Then, we observe that if we restrict the algorithm to A R M , which has memory only for the rejected jobs in R then A R M still has the desired property. Then, we show how to transform A R M into a priority algorithm A R M . The algorithm A R is a priority algorithm equipped with the following additional "look-ahead" phase at the beginning of each round: Iteratively determine orderings over S and query whether a job in R that it is not in the input but if it were it would have been rejected at the next round (this is property (*) -see below) it precedes every job in the input S wrt the ordering. After each query we can update the set of rejected jobs. After this phase ends we proceed as a regular priority algorithm, with the set of rejected jobs possibly modified -with jobs not in the actual input.
In other words, with this look-ahead querying phase, A R M avoids the problem in Example 2, which is the only obstacle to the natural simulation. The main issue is that A R (and A R M ) is not a priority algorithm, since it has a look-ahead capability. Though, this probing-ahead feature regards only jobs in R which are assumed to be rejected anyways. Hence, it is not hard to see how we can replace this look-ahead phase with an off-line phase of a priority algorithm A R M , such that A R M produces a schedule identical to that of A R M . Remark 1. Consider a priority algorithm (with memory). Define as the configuration of a round i to be the pair (Q i , W i ) of the schedule and the rejected jobs at the end of round i, respectively. Given the schedule Q i , the set of rejected jobs W i , and the description of the priority algorithm, we can uniquely reconstruct the computation history up to round i; i.e. the computation of the first i rounds can be identified by (Q i , W i ).
Definition 2 (Property (*)). Consider the computation of a priority algorithm on an input S ⊆ S. We say that a job J ∈ S has property (*) at round i if (1) J cannot be scheduled, and (2) for every round j < i where the job J was presented to the algorithm because of the ordering φ, J has lower priority than J under φ.
We extend the priority model with the ability to modify at the beginning of each round, the set of rejected jobs through an iterative look-ahead phase. In this phase the algorithm (iteratively) poses queries and modifies the set of rejected jobs. We call such a query an R-query, and it depends on : (i) the given an ordering over S and on (ii) the computation history. Such a query returns the job in R \ S of highest priority according to the given ordering, among all jobs of R \ S with property (*). If no such job exists the query returns nil.
We often refer to the set R as the set of fake jobs (of course, it is possible that R ∩ S = ∅).
Definition 3 (Computation alternation with fake jobs). Let A ∈ G-Priority be optimal on S. Let R ⊆ S a finite set of fake jobs, and let S ⊆ S be an input. The following modification on the computation of A on S is called computation alternation with jobs from R. We denote by A R the (non-priority) algorithm that performs this computation. Here is the description of A R :
Look-ahead phase Let W 0 i−1 := W i−1 . Iterate on j until no more jobs from R\S precede any not-yet-processed job from S: Given W j−1 i−1 and Q i−1 simulate A to construct an ordering (the priority ordering) which is used to make an R-query returning J ∈ R. If no such job exists then update W i−1 := W j−1 i and exit this phase. Otherwise, update W j i−1 by adding the job J ∈ R returned by the query; and continue to iteration j + 1.
On-line phase Simulate A as usual, with schedule Q i−1 and set of rejected jobs W i−1 and do whatever A does.
At the end (when there are no more input elements left) there is one last phase which updates W with as many jobs from R as they are consistent with the computation.
We denote by R i ⊆ R all the jobs in R that have property (*) in the iterations of the look-ahead phase at the i-th round.
Lemma 10. Let S, A, A R , R be as in Definition 3. Fix arbitrary S ⊆ S and let the sequence
) induced by the computation of A R on S. Then, the sequence C is the sequence of configurations of A on S ∪ R , where R := n j=1 R j ⊆ R. Furthermore, if A runs on S and the set of rejected jobs is R, then R = ∅.
Lemma 10 follows by an immediate induction on the rounds of A on S ∪ R (compare this run with that of A R ). By this lemma and the optimality of A we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 11. Let A R be as in Definition 3. Then, A R is optimal on S.
Modify A R to A R M such that the only rejected jobs stored in W i 's are those in R. Then, by the optimality of A R we have that A R M is also optimal on S. A minor technical issue is that A R M is not exactly "memoryless", since in each round it has memory restricted to store jobs from R. Also, by Lemma 10 we have that if the set of jobs rejected by A is R, when A computes on S, then A R M and A have identical sequences of configurations as described in Lemma 10.
Corollary 12. Let S, A, A R , R be as in Definition 3, and fix arbitrary S ⊇ R, such that the set of rejected jobs by A on S equals R. Then,
This is immediate by Lemma 10. In every look-ahead phase R \ S = ∅, and thus for every round i, R i = ∅, which implies that the set of rejected jobs is identical to that of the corresponding round of A(S).
It remains to show that it is possible to get-rid of the limited "look-ahead" phase of A R M and replace it with an "off-line" phase with the following property: the intent is that the "off-line" phase constructs the set W |R i | i and an ordering which will give highest priority to the same input job as in the "on-line" phase of A R M . A R M has the properties that we wish a priority algorithm to have in Lemma 8. Hence, it suffices to show that the following memoryless priority algorithm has a sequence of configurations identical to that of A R M .
Definition 4. Let S be a set of jobs, A ∈ G-Priority be an algorithm with inputs from S, and R ⊆ S be a finite subset. We define A R M as follows. Consider an input S ⊆ S. Here is the description of round i:
Off-line phase Using Q i−1 and a copy of R reconstruct the (fake) computation history. Whenever we mention R, we do refer to the copy of R. Initially, let Q 0 i−1 := ∅ and W 0 i−1 := ∅. Iteratively, do the following at the j-th iteration: simulate A with configuration (Q j i−1 , W j i−1 ) to obtain the ordering φ j on S. Let J ∈ Q i ∪ R be the job of highest priority in φ which (1) it has not been processed yet, and (2) if J ∈ R, then J must be rejected (under Q j i−1 ) and in every previous iteration (of this off-line phase) it does not have higher priority than the job processed during this simulation at this round. Remove from (the copy of) R the jobs violating conditions (1) and (2). be the sequence of jobs of priority less than or equal to that of J wrt φ; i.e. the prefix of the total ordering induced by φ.
(III)The iterations end when Q i−1 = Q j i−1 and W j i−1 = R (recall that in the beginning of the simulation we make a copy of R which we update). Also, at the last iteration let k := |W j i−1 |, define I k+1 to be the (possibly infinite) sequence determined by the last computed ordering φ j (note that in this iteration there does not exist J with properties (1) or (2) ).
On-line phase Concatenate the finite sequences I 1 , . . . , I k with the (possibly infinite) I k+1 , into one sequence I = I 1 , . . . , I k+1 ; if a job appears both in I j and in I i , where j < i then disregard it from I i . The sequence I determines an ordering φ over S, which is the ordering according to which the next available job in the input job J is presented to us. Make a decision whether and if yes how, to schedule J by simulating A on the configuration (Q i−1 , W rk(i)
i−1 ), where rk(i) is defined below.
We introduce the following notation. For the given input S and the i-th round of A R M :
• For an input S, we define the rank of round i, denoted by rk(i) = j −1, where j is the subscript of the sequence I j such that J ∈ I j , where J is the job presented to A R M in the on-line phase.
• If rk(i) = 0 or rk(i) = rk(i−1)+1 then define R i = ∅, else let R i = {J rk(i−1)+2 , J rk(i−1)+3 , . . . , J rk(i) }, where J j is the last job in the sequence I j . By construction R i ⊆ R \ S.
An easy induction shows the following lemma.
Lemma 13.
• Consider an arbitrary round of A R M and the computation reconstructed during the iterations of the off-line phase; each round of the reconstructed computation corresponds to an iteration. Suppose that at iteration j the job J ∈ S is rejected in this simulation. Then, J is the job of highest priority in R \ S which has property (*) for the iteration j of the simulation.
• Let i, i+1 two successive rounds of A R M on an input S. ).
• Let i be a round of A R M on input S. Then, the intervals I 1 , . . . , I rk(i) contain jobs that are not in the input at round i.
In order for the algorithm in Definition 4 we have to show that: in (I) the job J is scheduled when simulating A, in (II) the job J must be rejected, and in (III) the termination condition is met. The well-definiteness of (I), (II), and (III) follows by trivial considerations and by Lemma 13.
To conclude the proof of Lemma 8 it suffices to show that on every input S ⊆ S, A R M and A R M have identical schedules at each round of their computation. Since both algorithms simulate A it is sufficient to show that at round i, (1) R i = R i and (2) the ordering determined in the on-line phase of A R M gives higher priority and it agrees with the jobs in the ordering in I rk(i)+1 ; recall that, by definition of rk(i) the ordering in I rk(i)+1 contains the next job in the input presented to the algorithm.
input {J , J, J 3 }, then J is scheduled without overlapping J 3 . Then, on input {J, J , J 1 } A does not gain optimal profit. Similarly when J 1 > J . Therefore, J and J precede in the order J 1 and J 3 . Suppose that A gains optimal profit on input {J, J , J 1 , J 3 }. Then, at least one job among {J, J } is scheduled overlapping the corresponding U ∈ {J 1 , J 3 }. But then, on input {J, J , U } A does not gain optimal profit.
This argument easily extends to many machines and to sets of infinitely many jobs. When there are m machines: add to the depicted set S, m − 1 intervals each of big enough profit overlapping every job in S. Increase the subproblem size by adding any number of non-overlapping intervals which also do not overlap S.
B.2 Details omitted from the proof of Lemma 5
We consider two runs of A. One on S ∪ P j−1 and the other on S ∪ P j . We argue that the two runs of A may agree only on acceptances.
By construction every job from P j is accepted when computing on S ∪ P j . Therefore, rejected jobs are only from S. Say that the two runs of A agree on the rejection of J. By construction profit(A(S)) = profit(S j−1 ). Since the algorithm is optimal and J ∈ S j−1 we have profit(A(S \ {J})) = profit(S j−1 ). Since the algorithm is memoryless A(S \ {J} ∪ P j ) = S j ∪ P j . By the induction hypothesis we have profit(A(S \ {J})) = profit(S j ), i.e. profit(S j ) = profit(S j−1 ) which by construction is a contradiction.
